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NEWSLETTER

Dear Reader,

I am delighted to bring to you the latest edition of our Laydex 
newsletter. I trust you are finding these informative and that any 
queries you might have are being dealt with to your satisfaction  
by our Team.
As we enter the Autumn season, we have focussed this issue  
on some of our interior products which hopefully will be of interest 
as the home improvement season gathers pace. Inside this issue 
we give you an insight into some of the Fortessa points of sale we 
can offer your store as well as providing a gentle reminder of some 
of the best sellers in this premium range. We are also delighted  
to bring to your attention a really impressive online visual tool that 
our decorative stone manufacturers, STEGU kindly offer. This tool 
allows your customers to see the different Stegu Stone variations 
applied in-situ on a tablet or laptop and help them make a quicker, 
more informed decision.  
If you’re interested in any of these products or anything else within 
please feel free to get in touch with us directly today.
Thanks as always for your valuable business.

Kind regards,
Peter Woods | Managing Director

Interior spaces are 
not all about the 
colour of the walls 
and furniture. 

Small details such as 
door handles add that 
final spark to your 
interior and make 
your living space 
sophisticated.

FORTESSA DISPLAY STANDS

Elegant and classy, 
the board will show 
products at their best! 
Header boards can be 
customized to meet 
your needs. 
Both vertical and 
horizontal boards 
available.

The Fortessa Header Board is the ideal way to display 
our main selling door handles in your store. 



WHEN CHOOSING DOOR HARDWARE FOR YOUR HOME, TAKE TIME TO FIND THE RIGHT DOOR HANDLE.

If you want to create a warm and timeless space, Polished Brass could be the perfect choice.
Polished Chrome and Satin Nickel fit perfectly stylish and modern interiors. Dark and mistique, with its unique 
gun metal grey finish, the Gotham Range is an ultimate combination of bold simplicity and sophistication.

ACHILLES   Transform your home with  
an elegant Fortessa Achilles door handle.
Whether you are doing a major renovation 

or just looking for an easy way to update your home’s look, 
door handles are a small detail that make a big difference.

APOLLO   Choose the right handle for your 
interior. Fortessa Apollo will look great and 
stylish in most modern homes. 

A minimalistic design with a stylish finish will bring a fresh 
look to every space.

OLYMPIA   The eye catching design  
of Fortessa Olympia door handle looks 
great in your modern interior space.

VERSAILLES    Versailles Fortessa 
Door Handle in Antique Bronze 
finish looks stunning in traditional 
interiors. Choose door furniture 
that reflects your home’s 
personality and brings a new look 
to your space!

VERTO   Fortessa Verto is a 
distinctive and stylish door lever 
on rose with a high resistance  

to shocks and abrasions. 
Not only looking great, but also performing 
to the highest standards. 

Fortessa is a synonym  
for modern technology and 
craftsmanship intertwined      
in perfect harmony. 
Strict quality control  
measures are exercised 
at every stage, from die 
casting and machining  
to polishing and galvanization.

NOW AVAILABLE from Laydex!
We have a new member of our 
Radon and Gas Protection System 
family - The FLEXIBLE Top Hat   
with jubilee clip.

Elastic and easy to install, FLEXIBLE 
Top Hat provides an even more 
effective seal around pipes. 

NEW!FLEXIBLE TOP HAT

JUTA GAS RESISTANT 
SELF-ADHESIVE

MEMBRANE (GRSAM)

JUTA GAS RESISTANT 
DPC (GRDPC)

RADEX
RADON TAPE

POLY-SUMPJUTA GP
GAS PRIMER

JUTA GP QUICK DRYING 
LIQUID GAS BARRIER

RADEX
TOP HAT

MEMTECH REINFORCED 
RADON BARRIER

THE COMPLETE RADON PROTECTION SYSTEM
Protect your health by installing an effective barrier to the passage of underground gases. 
With our Complete Radon Protection System harmful gases have no chance to enter your living space.

Contact Laydex today to find out more 
about our Radon Protection System!



Use the Stegu Visualizer to see how 
the interior will look like with Stegu 
stones! Find the right finish and 
colour to match your style.

A visualizer allows you to design 
interiors and facades using decorative 
claddings. Visualizer is a quick and 
easy way to see how Stegu stones 
match selected arrangements. This 
creative tool gives the opportunity   
to choose one of the most popular 
Stegu claddings and virtually install 
them on the wall or façade, in day and 
night. It also allows you to change 
the colour of the walls, floor and 
furniture or upload your own photo 
and virtually redecorate it.

NEW!

STEGU VISUALIZER - EASIER DECISION-MAKING PROCESS FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS

Design your interior in a very simple way! 
Try the Stegu Visualizer today: mystegu.pl/en/

PLUVITEC PROTECTION BOARD
Pluvitec Protection Board is a pre-formed bituminous board 
modified with a special rigid compound. 
Used to protect the waterproofing during backfilling procedures 
(retaining walls, fixed pavements, cast concrete, etc..) and construction 
traffic. 

Protection Board is used also for refurbishment works, as a new 
supporting element (6 mm version), mechanically fixed. 

Compatible with all products 
from the Pluvitec range. 
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WHO SAID SAFETY FLOORS HAVE TO BE BORING?

WATER TANK REFURBISHMENT CIT, Co. Cork, 2019

Making use of the quality that only the authentic Liquid Rubber Europe can 
provide! Our roofing team specified a sealing and waterproofing solution      
for old water tanks refurbishment at CIT, Bishopstown, Cork.
Rubber-X Liquid Rubber System was the perfect choice for this interesting 
project. Liquid Rubber Europe is an environmentally friendly product           
with unsurpassed quality that assures robust waterproofing, air barrier,      
great durability and surface protection. Exactly the qualities to make this 
project a huge success.

Laydex can provide both initial and ongoing technical site inspections including moisture tests 
to determine the correct products to be used. Get in touch for a FREE SURVEY TODAY!

Laydex supply Commercial Safety Vinyl Floors with unique designs that do 
not compromise safety standards. 

IVC Safety Flooring provides lifetime slip resistance for high wear applications, 
achieving R11 in both wet and dry conditions. 
The range of products is perfectly suitable for retail, education, corporate and 
other commercial environments. 

Isafe 70 is available in 2M and 4M width rolls.

Hypergrip layer enhances the floor’s  
slip-resistance even more
Easy installation and maintenance
Thermal and acoustic comfort

Vast range of colours and designs

Lasting slip-resistance that looks good:

  BOLIVIA
GREY BAMBOO 588

MUSTARD 550 / SANDSTONE 531

CONCRETE GREY 591 TORONTO 93
CYCLONE TORONTO

SABBIA


